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anthropological papers of the natural history - 4 anthropological papersamerican
museumofnaturalhistory. [vol. x. the texts are myths and tales apparently typical of the chipewyan and other
d&n6. most of them have parallels among those of petitoti and those obtained bydr. lowie which will appear as
a number of this list of ernest s. tiger burch, jr. publications - list of ernest s. “tiger” burch, jr.
publications richard o. stern, assisted by igor krupnik and kenneth l. pratt ... (papers presented at conferences,
ad-dresses, etc.) and unpublished manuscripts are ... alaska anthropological association annual meet-ings
(aaa), inuit studies conferences, international ... sibilants vs. shibilants in dëne sųłiné 2008 dene - texts
and analysis of cold lake dialect, chipewyan.vol. x: anthropological papers of the american museum of natural
history. new york: wissler. krauss, michael. 1982. proto‐athapaskan *k in chipewyan, 1742‐1800: philological
evidence. international journal of american linguistics 48. 73‐82. na-dene general - kinship studies contributions to chipewyan ethnology. report of the fifth thule expedition 1921-24. vol. 6, no. 3. copenhagen:
gyldendalske boghandel. [p. 68: brief description of kin terminological principles. no kin terms given.] have
goddard, pliny e. have 1912. analysis of cold lake dialect, chipewyan. anthropological papers of the robert
harry lowie papers, - oac pdf server - [identification of item], robert harry lowie papers, banc mss c-b 927,
the bancroft library, university of california, berkeley. related collections robert h. lowie pictorial collection.
identifier/call number: banc pic 1980.003--pic anthropological essays presented to robert h. lowie in honor of
his birthday, june 12, 1933. ethnology: apachean culture history and ethnology. keith h ... - apparent
misreading of texts, so that the reviewer’s “accumulation” (of property) is presented as “acculturation,” and so
on. ... anthropological papers of the university of arizona, 21. tucson: university of arizona ... appears in
chipewyan. basehart’s article is important because it data sources general in - rinet - university of
california, anthropological records 8 (1), pp. 1-97. // anthropological studies on some athapaskan tribes,
supplemented with wordlists of the kato and lassik languages (p. 85-89). phonetic transcription is unreliable.
hunters and gatherers fall 2016 - anthro.ufl - these texts are ethnographic accounts that will provide a
basis for discussion, and examples for understanding contemporary foraging societies. in addition, there will
be a significant amount of reserve reading, which i will make available in .pdf format. these will be available
through canvas. exams and grading participation. because this is a ... other ways of growing old:
anthropological perspectives ... - texts with female tasks-housekeeping and cook- ing-and others with male
tasks of livestock care and herding. the material product of the effort is the esteemed mountain cheese,
produced at the rate of one per day by whoever is taking his turn as etxekandere, the topmost role. when a
man has been etxekandere, he returns to the valley un- we are our language - muse.jhu - we are our
language barbra a. meek published by university of arizona press meek, a.. we are our language. tucson:
university of arizona press, 2010.
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